2020 Water & Wastewater Courses

Wastewater Class C Certification Review
Mar. 16-20, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $655

Process Control of Advanced Waste Treatment Plants
Mar. 3-5, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $549
CEUs: 2.1 TREEO FDEP OCP 04191006: CEUs 2.1 WWFBPE Provider #: 0004021 21 CEHs

Effective Utility Leadership Practices
Mar. 30-31, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $549
TREEO FDEP OCP 04211004: CEUs 1.35 DS DW WW FBPE Provider #0004021 13.5 CEHs

Introduction to Lift Station Maintenance
Apr. 2, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $295
CEUs: 0.8 TREEO FDEP OCP #04211016: CEUs 0.8 DS WWFBPE Provider #: 0004021 8.0 CEHs

Water Class B Certification Review
Apr. 13-17, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $655

Intro to DEP SOP's for Groundwater*
Apr. 15, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $50
Prerequisite is DEP SOPs for Water Sampling & Meter Testing
FDEP OCP 04191031: CEUs: 0.4 DS DW WW

Water Class A Certification Review
May 11-15, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $655

Introduction to Lift Station Maintenance
June 10, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $295
CEUs: 0.8 TREEO FDEP OCP #04211016: CEUs 0.8 DS WWFBPE Provider #: 0004021 8.0 CEHs

Wastewater Collection System Cleaning and Maintenance
June 12, 2020 | Gainesville, FL | $245
CEUs: 0.8 TREEO FDEP OCP 04211021: CEUs 0.8 WWFBPE Provider #0004021 8 CEHs

Onsite Training Available!
Contact: Areiole Williams
(352) 294-3877
areiole.williams@treeo.ufl.edu

More scheduled classes coming soon www.uftreeo.org